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Lesson Three: 

Setting Up Your Instagram



WELCOME!

In this lesson you're going to learn everything

you need to know about setting up your

Instagram.

 

While we'll be diving into content creation and

how to use on it the day-to-day later on in the

course, in this lesson we're going to focus on

how set yourself up to SHINE and create a

stunning profile. 

 

 

 

 



About the 'gram

Much like your website, Instagram is a place where people can
dive deeper into your creative world.  It's a place for people to
get to know and connect with you in the online space.
 
However, UNLIKE your website, there's a social aspect to
Instagram. Meaning: the platform was designed with
connection in mind. AND since it's a platform that emphasizes
visual content, it's basically the perfect place for artists to get
their work out there and build their network.
 
As an artist in business, Instagram is great for...
 

Showcasing  yourself + your work, much like a portfolio.
(People can easily look you up and instantly get a visual of
what you do!)

 
CONNECTING with those interested who are in your work.
 
Giving people a behind-the-scenes look into the different
aspects of who you are and what you do (pulling them
deeper into your world).

 
A place to provide VALUE to your followers  (this could be
with inspiration, insights, your process, your aesthetic and
more).

 
Growth + getting new eyes on your work

 
 



As you're setting up your profile it's important that you
approach Instagram with a BUSINESS mindset. This is much
different than just using it for social purposes.

 
Using Instagram for business means that how you set up your
profile and what you post is done with the INTENTION of
helping people connect with you and what you create. 
 
Your aim in using the platform should be to work toward
your business goals + ideal outcomes (selling work,
developing buyer relationships, attracting opportunities, etc.)

 
That's very different than using Instagram to post whatever you
feel like, when you feel like it.
 
Using IG for business means being strategic and intentional. 

 
 

YOUR  PROFILE
 

When people visit your profile they should instantly get a sense
for:

 
What you create
 
What they can expect if they follow you
 
What you’re about (ie. your vibe, values + brand)
 
How they can engage with you (purchase, read + watch
things, sign up for additional content, etc.)
 

This is communicated through your bio and top 9 images, which
we're going to talk about!

 
 

The Importance of a 
Business Mindset



Your Bio

The first thing people see when they visit your profile is your BIO.
This is the quick snapshot they get about what you're about and
who you are. It's your chance to hook them and spark their interest. 
 
What's the essence of what you do, distilled down to a short
sentence or two?
 
You want to get straight to the point and cut out any fluff because
your characters are limited. (examples below!)
 
 
THE LINK +  CALL TO ACTION
 
Your bio is also the place to direct people EXACTLY to where you
want them to go via the link in your bio.  Aka your call to action. 
 
Have new work you want people to check out? Speak to that! Or a
show you want attendance at? Call attention to it here. 
 
This is also the place to direct people to your email list or a free
gift (which we'll cover in Week Three).
 
I recommend linking to something specific (your about page on
your website, your shop,  latest blog, etc.)  or using a tool like Link
Tree, which allows for multiple link options.
 
If you want a bio formula to lean on I recommend....
 

 
 
what you do/how you serve + interesting nugget (one that's
part of your brand!) + call to action

 
 
 



BIO EXAMPLES

 
If you're looking to make local connections (or if your location is part

of your brand) I recommend listing your city. If you don't want to use

up characters on this, it can be added outside of your written bio

with a business profile (which I recommend!).





Your Images + Top 9

The second component of your profile is the top 9 images, also

known as your flat lay. This is the second chance you get to hook

a first time visitor. Your top 9 images should convey your

brand and what someone can expect if they follow you.

 

Therefore, these images should communicate  intentionality,

consistency and professionalism.  (Again, we're here for

business! That should show through in your images.)

 

 

TIPS FOR A KILLER TOP 9

 

Keep it visually intentional. This could be accomplished with

a color scheme, common theme, an alternating pattern, or

simply well curated photos.  More on this in the visual

examples! 

 

I recommend planning your layout with an app like Preview

(which is free.)  A simple way to keep a professional look is to

alternate images that are zoomed in and zoomed out, and

simple and more busy.

 

Keep it relevant! (no random dogs, food photos, etc.)  I

recommend going back to the branding questions and

asking what kind of content + images would be most in line

with the answers you gave. 

 

Show your personality + keep it real. This is the social part

of social media. While you should use your profile as a

portfolio, it's also encouraged that you let people get to know

you and what your creative life is like.  (cont.)

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

TIPS FOR A KILLER TOP 9 (CONT)

 

You can still talk about real things and show the “less pretty

side” of being an artist while being intentional. Use your

captions (we’ll talk more about that later) and consider

balancing "real" photos with curated ones. It doesn’t all have

to look like a professional photo shoot.

 

 

Keep it interesting. Highlight different aspects of what you

do (process, inspiration, artist's life, finished products, etc.) .

*Again, keep your ideal buyer in mind here. Who are they?

What’s important for that ideal buyer to see? This is your

chance to give them an inside look. This adds VALUE to

what you do.

 

 

FLAT LAY EXAMPLES

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





 

YOUR PROFILE PHOTO

 

There's one last important photo on your IG profile and that's your

profile photo! This small, circular photo is not to be overlooked.

It's what people see when YOU engage with THEIR content. It

showcases your stories at the top of everyone's feed and sets a

visual tone over  your whole  profile.

 

While it doesn't need to be professionally shot, it does need to be

CLEAR, WELL LIT and RELEVANT.

 

I recommend a photo of your beautiful face, an image of your

work or a logo, depending on your brand. 

 

If you're able to to get a photo of yourself with your work in the

background, that's  a total bonus!

 

STORY HIGHLIGHTS

 

If you've been using IG for a little bit and have story content to

highlight-- do so! 

 

By way of the topics/themes you choose to highlight on your

profile, you're letting visitors know what kind of content they

can expect when they follow you AND giving them an easy

way to dive into the best parts of your world right away.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Profile Photo + Story
Highlights



While it's not absolutely necessary, I also recommend making the

highlight thumbnails  flow with your brand and over all look of

your profile, as well. You can  use your signature colors,  mini

graphics or images of your work to keep the look consistent.

 

If you're just getting things set up-- don't stress about this one.

You can add it in later after you have some story content under

your belt (more on that later!).

 

 

 

 

That concludes our final lesson of week one!

I'll see you next week.


